A LTHOUGH THERE is general agreement among theologians that the L sacraments are in some way causes of grace, there the agreement ends. There is, for example, a large school of opinion which advocates some form of what is called physical causality, of which Cajetan is representative:
nature as signs, 6 and the opinion of W. Van Roo is certainly representative of such an approach:
Is the sign a real efficient cause of the effect? . . . The answer is to be found in the analogy with the human sign in the juridical order. It is not the inner act of the will alone which produces the juridical effect: a contract is produced by the whole human action of the parties. Inner act and external manifestation of consent are one human act, one with the unity of order. The external sign is not a mere condition or occasion, but a real instrumental cause. Proportionately in God's operation, if He chooses to give grace visibly, He must use a sign. 6 Of the opposite opinion is E. Doronzo: "The ratio of cause and the ratio of sign in a sacrament are formally diverse and in this sense concomitant and accidentally conjoined."
7 Less critical of the approach represented by Van Roo is J.H. Nicolas, 8 who considers Van Roo's appeal to a unity of order with the divine imperium as insufficient 9 and proposes that the imperium of the minister is immediately relevant to the solution:
According to this point of view, the unrestricted imperium of God, the Christ God, moves, uplifts, and makes efficacious the human imperium of Christ; this imperium, so moved and raised, in its turn moves and elevates the imperium of the minister and through him the sacramental rite in which it is realized and expressed, so that, by the sacramental action, the Christ Man and the minister together cause in strumentally the grace of the sacrament. 10 The following note will, it is hoped, throw some light on this long debated question. However, it is by no means a complete treatment of the problem: we restrict ourselves rather to the clarification of two basic points which are, it would seem, essential to any adequate solution. What these essential points are will gradually appear in the exposition and justification of the following thesis: the grace conferred by a sacrament is identically a real relation of dependence on the sacrament as sign, such a real relation being the necessary and sufficient Perhaps the most immediate difficulty raised by the statement of the thesis concerns the identification in it of grace with a real relation. This identification, which is equivalent to a denial of any real distinction between a real relation and its base, rests on a view of real relations which may not be familiar to the reader.
11 Briefly, according to that view a real relation is either internal or external. An internal relation is inseparable from its subject; an external relation may be present or absent. 12 The notion of internal relation is illustrated by considering the problem of defining anything: an accident, a nature, the soul, etc. In every case one finds that the definition is relational. Thus, the soul may be defined either in relation to the body or in relation to the operations of life; in both definitions a relational element is unavoidably present. Against this one might be tempted to argue that, for example, one may think of grace and one may think of its relations, and since the concepts are different in the two cases, the corresponding realities cannot be the same. But the premise of such an argument is false; for concepts are the expressions of acts of understanding, and every act of understanding is a synthesis of terms and relations which mutually determine, define one another. This is clearly illustrated by our understanding of the principles of being or of scientific laws. An enlightening example is provided by the definition of quantity as a relation of proportion.
Someone may say, however, that quantity is simply absolute. But quantity is an accident; it belongs to it, therefore, to be in another; and so, as accident, it is referred to another. Besides, quantity corresponds to the question, quantum? To this question one always replies by a comparison of one quantity with another. u We may remark here that the relations in question are transcendental: they are not something apart from the basic metaphysical elements of potency, form, and act (cf. Insight, pp. 49697); they are not classifiable in the Aristotelian categories, which pertain not to an explanatory but to a descriptive viewpoint (cf. ibid., p. 395; Concepito analogica divinarum personarum, pp. 28£93).
T H E O L O G I C A L STUDIES
Therefore, known quantity is not given without a relation; so it would seem that the objicient is thinking of unknown quantity. 1 * All this may lead one to wonder whether every reality qualifies for the title of internal relation, and the wonder is met by the thesis that no finite reality, be it substance or accident, is simply absolute. 14 While the terminology may be different, the notion of internal relation was not unfamiliar to St. Thomas:
If anyone by changing becomes equal to me without my changing, that equality was first radically in me in some way by which it has real existence; for from my having such a quantity follows that I may be equal to all those having the same quantity. When, therefore, someone newly acquires that quantity, that common root of equality is determined to him, and so nothing new is added to me by my beginning to be equal to another through his change.
18
The internal relation in question is the relation of proportion inseparable from quantity. Furthermore, the citation serves to illustrate what we mean by external relation. The external relation in this case is the relation of equality, and it is constituted by nothing more than the existence of the terms. I may acquire a new relation of equality without a change in me. This latter point will take on more significance when we come to discuss causality. We have, at any rate, given some meaning to the identification of grace with an internal relation.
A further point worth noting is that relations are distinct only when they are mutually opposed. 16 So, for example, the soul is related to the body, to the operations of sense, intellect, etc., yet this complex of relations is identical with the absolute reality of the soul. Similarly, sacramental grace is multiply related, to the divine Persons, to the humanity of Christ, to the members of the Church, to the sacrament and its ministers, etc., yet without absolute complexity. It is one and the same reality of grace which St. Thomas discusses in the Secunda pars as forma anímete and in the Tertia pars as beneficium salvatoris.
17
However, in going on to consider primarily the external relation provided by the sacrament and its conferring, we must pass over in silence the whole complex of real relations of the sacramental grace which belong to it in its concrete temporally-distributed reality. Obviously, too, since the thesis proposed is generic, neither the signification of particular sacraments nor their varying degrees of permanence will be discussed.
We spoke of the real relation of grace with which we are concerned as being one of dependence. More precisely, it is a relation of dependence on an id a quo, for it is efficient causality which is involved. The id which is the term of the dependence is the sacrament as sign. That dependence is, so to speak, complex, for the grace is conditioned in its occurrence by the occurrence of the sign, and its nature is determined by the signification. We will have more to say about the nature of the sign later; let us pass immediately to an outline of the justification of the assertion that there is such a real relation.
That justification rests on the Thomist thesis that the knowledge of God is the cause of things, 18 that the divine imperium is essentially an act of practical intellect. 19 The present supernatural order is the term of that imperium; it is the realization of a divine idea, 20 involving divine personality in a created order. 21 As God understands and wills the existence and occurrence of things in that order, so things exist and occur. 22 Hence, if God understands and wills sacramental grace to come to be in the recipient of a sacrament in dependence on a sign, then that sacramental grace does in fact come to be in dependence on a sign. Whether the antecedent is true can be known only from revelation, through which the supernatural divine economy is made known to us. Hence, for its truth we rely on the mind and tradition of the Church, and it would seem that the requirements of the antecedent fall within the minimum of agreement of theologians and faithful. Thus we are led to affirm the consequent.
However, we are here asserting the consequent in a determinate sense, and so it is clear that its justification should carry us beyond general agreement. It does so insofar as the full significance of the conditional premise is appreciated. As we saw, that premise asserts that " Cf. Sum. theol. 1, q. 14, a. 8. » Cf. Sum. theol. 1-2, q. 17, a. 1. » Cf. Sum. theol. 1, q. 15; q. 116, a. 1. S1 Cf. Concepito analogica divinarum personarum, p. 214. »Cf./»»¿A/, pp. 661HS4.
things are, and are related, precisely as the intelligent First Cause would have them to be. Among the relations of things are relations of efficient dependence. Such are the relations of natural effects to natural causes: both the existence and the nature of the kitten are really dependent on the parent cats. In such causality the First Cause does not act immediatione suppositi in producing the kitten; it acts through the nature of the existing cats. For this mediate divine causality there is a finite analogue in any proper causal series: as the typewriter is used by the man according to its nature, so all things are instruments of God. But there is a further type of mediate divine causality for which there is no such clear analogue; for precisely because God is the cause of the nature of things, He is not restricted to the medium of natura. He can operate through the medium of words and signs, and in such a case the nature of what is produced is really dependent, not on the nature, the natura physica, of the sign or words, but on their occurrence and their signification. Now many readers may well agree that God can thus make both the nature and the existence of grace depend on a sign, yet they may equally well remain dubious as to what advance this is beyond the common agreement of theologians. After all, they may say, we have not dealt adequately with the causality of the sign: the sign plays no real role, does nothing, has no proper effect. Such objections will, it is hoped, find an answer in the second half of the original thesis, which states that the real relation of dependence is the necessary and sufficient condition for the truth of the traditional thesis, sacramenta causant significando. This statement is equivalent to the more general assertion that the metaphysical condition for the truth of the proposition that A causes Β is the reality of a relation of dependence ut a quo in Β with respect to A. 23 On another view, however, the required condition necessarily includes a causally efficient influence proceeding from A to B. Indeed, this latter view would seem to be a premise of many of the discussions of sacramental causality, and it is a basic source of difficulty for, and objection to, any theory of what is called physical causality.
24 Like the theory of physical causality, the view on efficiency The actuality of that which has the power of causing motion is not other than the actuality of the movable, for it must be the fulfilment of both. A thing is capable of causing motion because it can do this; it is a mover because it actually does it. But it is on the movable that it is capable of acting. Hence, there is a single actuality of both alike.
26
For St. Thomas, as for Aristotle, the objective difference between posse agere and actu agere did not involve any change in the cause as such.
Change from rest to activity is change only in a metaphorical sense, nor is there composition of the agent and the action.
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The reader may be helped by recalling the somewhat similar situation which we encountered earlier regarding the relation of equality. There it was pointed out that, without any change in me, I may become equal to another. The reader, however, may call attention to the fact that the two cases differ, that they differ, moreover, precisely where it matters, namely, that the relation of cause to effect is established through the agere of the cause. He will concede that we have sufficiently discussed how the agere is in the effect, but he will deny that we have dealt with the central question, what is the agere? More particularly, he may return with the plain blunt question, what does the sign "do"? To this we would answer that the obvious impossibility of the sign "doing" anything would, in fact, seem to favor the present view of efficient causality. It seems indeed to stand out as a clear case of the rule rather than as a troublesome exception. For on the present view, the efficient cause in general does not "do" anything in any popular sense of the word "do." Moreover, this is only an effort to put in popular form the point made earlier, that the transition from posse agere to actu agere does not involve a change in the cause as such. And it is precisely this which is the real bone of contention. "To later Briefly, against the view that requires a causal influence from agent to patient there is the fact that action is predicated of the agent as agent only by extrinsic denomination: the agent as agent is not changed. Again, if the need for a causal influence is put forward as a metaphysical thesis, then it should admit of no exception; yet clearly motor immobilis is such an exception. Consider now the patient. If a causal influence, a virtus transiens in effectum, is required, then it is either distinct from the effect or it is not. If it is distinct from what is produced, then there seems no good reason for denying the necessity of another causal influence to produce the first. Indeed, one can avoid an infinite series only by asserting that the influence is a different type of reality from the effect. The influence of its nature must require no real further like influence. The problem is uniquely solved by acknowledging that the first influence is, in fact, nothing but a real relation of the effect, since relatio relationis est ens rationis, and thus we are led back to the position proposed here. On the other hand, if the causal influence is not distinct from what is produced, then it is merely the effect under another name, and so we are led once more to the proposed position.
29
Earlier we mentioned two key points upon which an adequate solution to the present problem rests. What these are should now be clear. The first point concerns divine causative knowledge, and unless one exploits the finite analogue, its significance could be missed. One may think, for example, of the artist or artisan and his plan: "divine knowledge is related to all created things as the knowledge of the artisan is to what he makes, in that the artisan works through his intellect"; 80 of the extent of the plan: "the builder cannot conceive the structure of the house without having within himself a proper notion of each of its parts"; 81 of the manner in which the intellectual agent can control even chance occurrences: "otherwise the intellect could not form this proposition: digging the grave, he found the treasure. And just as the intellect can grasp this, so it can effect it; so, if someone knows where the treasure is hidden, he can persuade some rustic, who does not know, to dig a grave there";· 2 and so on. Only against such a background can one appreciate the relevant thesis which we may recall here, under a somewhat different aspect, by the following citation: "Divine Providence produces effects through mediate causes. We can, therefore, consider the ordering of the effects in two ways. Firstly, as being in God Himself, and then the ordering of the effects is called Providence. But if we consider this ordering as being in the mediate causes, ordered by God to the production of certain effects, then it has the name of fate."
33 Finally-and this is the key element, where also the finite analogue loses its force-since the reach of the divine plan extends to the natures of things and the media of their causing, the relations intrinsic to the nature of sacramental grace can include the relation of dependence we discussed. In the created order, fate, so to speak, mirrors exactly the complex of real relations envisaged by the divine mind.
The second point concerns the nature of efficient causality, and we recall it here with the familiar Scholastic tag, actio est in passo.
And evidently movement is in the movable; for it is the complete realization of this by that which is capable of causing movement And the actuality of that which is capable of causing movement is no other than that of the movable. For it must be the complete reality of both. For while a thing is capable of causing movement because it can do this, it is a mover because it is active; but it is on the movable that it is capable of acting, so that the actuality of both is one. 14 It is not absurd that the actualization of one thing should be in another. Teaching is the activity of a person who can teach, yet the operation is performed on some patient-it is not cut adrift from a subject, but it is of A on B . be an effective sign, and that it is an effective sign of the grace without, as such, any intrinsic change.
We have already noted the manner in which much of the discussion of sacramental causality has bogged down in the problem of the virtus instrumentons. On the other hand, the thesis scientia Dei est causa rerum has found little place in such discussion. If we turn now to consider in order the various views cited initially, we do so with these two main points in mind. We aim rather at throwing light on the present position than at detailed criticism.
There are, first of all, the theories involving physical causality, of which the view of Cajetan is representative. These theories usually include a virtual or intentional or incomplete motion of the instrument. Of that we have said sufficient. Besides this weakness, there is the fact that physical causality requires the presence in the agent of a physical form, natura. Sacramental grace, however, is not physically dependent on the physical form of the matter and form of the sacrament. Furthermore, no adequate physical form can be present in the sacrament unless one is willing to postulate in a material thing an obediential potency for a participation in the divine nature, 86 a notion which Billot so heartily rejects. Finally, inadvertence to the thesis on divine causative knowledge leads to the neglect of the possibility of a higher type of mediate divine causality, not per naturam but per signum.
What of Billot's own proposal? As is often pointed out, his restriction of the causality of the sign to the juridical order is a definite weakness. Still, the logic of his position would seem to lead to this; for, so long as one does not avail oneself of such a thesis on divine knowledge as we have discussed, one has not sufficient grounds for advancing beyond the natural analogue. Thus, for example, in human contracts the sign undoubtedly plays an instrumental role, yet the effect does not depend in its nature and existence on the sign. The sign may move us to act with respect to the signified in a determinate way, but it does not effect the signified in its being. One might fruitfully, in this context, compare the words of Christ, "Lazarus, come forth," with the words, for example, of the centurion who says " 'Come,' and he cometh."
We took the view of Franzelin as representative of a third type of solution. Of the numerous objections raised against his view, we take one as of more immediate interest. It is the objection that in it the sacraments in some way move God to give grace. The objection is met by the proponents of the theory with varying success. Obviously relevant to the discussion is the following thesis of Aquinas:
The will of God in no way has a cause Just as God in one act knows everything in His essence, so in one act He wills all in His goodness. Hence, just as in God knowing the cause is not the cause of His knowing the effect, so willing the end is not for Him the cause of willing those things which are required for the end; but rather, He wills those things which are required for the end, to be ordered towards the end. He wills, therefore, this thing to be because of this other; but it is not because of this other that He wills it. elements of solution as statements of the problem. They serve to raise more acutely the question, how? The crucial underlying question is the question of method: whether or not theology is a science, a knowledge through causes. Undoubtedly, for example, the expression of faith in contemporary thought patterns is of pastoral significance; but the pursuit of theology in these categories, or even indeed within the descriptive categories of Aristotle, 89 would seem to profit neither scholar nor apostle.
Just as the equations of thermodynamics make no one feel warmer or cooler and, much less, evoke the sentiments associated with the drowsy heat of the summer sun or the refreshing coolness of evening breezes, so also speculative theology is not immediately relevant to the stimulation of religious feeling. But unless this fact is acknowledged explicitly and systematically, there arises a constant pressure in favor of theological tendencies that mistakenly reinforce the light of faith and intelligence with the warmth of less austere modes of thought.
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On the positive side, however, it must be remarked that the tendency in question manifests an awareness of a basic need for a fuller understanding, supplementing the systematic and abstract, an understanding of grace and the economy of redemption in the complexity of its concrete historical realization in each individual and in all, in Head and members.
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With Rahner's insistence on an explanation in terms of the sacraments as signs we cannot but agree. His own line of solution, however, leans somewhat towards the mystery-presence view already mentioned, and so falls short of his own requirements.
Fr. Van Roo advances beyond the position of Billot in asserting that the power of the instrument is determined by the principal agent, and therefore that God can produce by means of a sign effects beyond the juridical order. This clearly is akin to our own position. However, instead of appealing to the reach of divine causative knowledge, he leans rather on the transcendence of the divine will. Moreover, on the 19 Cf. supra n. 12 and the references given there. 40 The citation from Doronzo represents an objection to the present position with which we have perhaps already sufficiently dealt. Clearly, if one takes influere esse as something more than a modus significando, then it is difficult to see how a sign can be a cause. There is a related objection, however, which deserves a comment. It would daim that the sign in the view proposed is merely a condition. Now certainly we may concede that the sign is a condition: our thesis, indeed, consists in asserting that the grace is conditioned both in its occurrence and in its nature by the sign and its signification. But there remains the adverb "merely." What does it mean? Does it imply that conditions do not come to the level of causes? It would seem nearer the truth, however, to say that various types and complexes of causes fall under the general heading of conditions.
Finally we come to the view of J.-H. Nicolas. While this author does not advert to the significance of either of the two main theses of our position, his contribution is nevertheless valuable. In the present treatment we have deliberately avoided the full complexity of the question in order to concentrate attention on what seems the central difficulty. In particular, the role of the instrumental agens per intellectum, the minister, which Père Nicolas stresses, was passed over in silence. Clearly, however, a sign is a medium between persons. There is no actual sign without its intelligent source. To speak of its signification is to connote an intellect, and that signification must be known by the persons concerned. In a sacrament the sign leads beyond itself, not logically or naturally, but through the reasonable acceptance of revealed doctrine, through faith. God causes sacramental grace in man, not inhumanly, but only with reasonable co-operation and consent. Thus, the receipt of the grace is multiply conditioned: by the intention of the minister, by the adequate making of the sign and acknowledgment of the signification, by the dispositions of the recipient, etc. Out of the possibility of this last-mentioned condition being fulfilled temporally posterior to the rite arises the problem of reviviscence. This posteriority, however, does not eliminate the complex of real relations identical with the grace: the grace ultimately received is the grace ordained by God to occur within, and be specified by, the sacramental system instituted by Christ; it is the grace intended by the minister and effectively signified by the sign. No doubt, further discussion of this and other related problems would seem desirable. Still, such further discussion here might well distract from our main concern. So we end, content if we have succeeded in drawing attention to, and clarifying, basic elements of the solution of the long-debated question, utrum sacramenta causant significando.**
